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CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEES QUICK START GUIDE

Thank you for your service to our country by taking the first step in restoring our 
Constitutional Republic --- one county at a time.

The following attachments will help guide you in forming the Constitutional 
Committees in your County.  The Committee of Safety is the top level leadership 
team that should organize all other committees within your county and State.

Always remain steadfast and consistent in your messaging to others who 
volunteer to serve in this mission:  The lawful purpose of assembling 
committees is to provide an independent “watchdog” over our elected officials 
who have sworn  an oath to protect the constitutional rights of the citizens within 
our communities.   

In the event of any violations of public trust, committees should communicate 
their concerns and formal requests for corrective actions to the appropriate 
authorities and applicable agencies.   Additionally, committees  should report 
any potential violations of criminal law to the county Sheriff for further 
investigation and enforcement.

The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution explicitly protects freedom of 
speech, the press, peaceable assembly, and the right to petition the government 
for a redress of grievances.  Constitutional Committees are intended to be 
assembled and conduct themselves as a lawful and Constitutional body which 
strictly adheres to Constitutional law.

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the  
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

This quick start guide will give all American citizens of every race, creed, color, economic 
scale,  intellect, and national origin the ability to immediately take charge of their communities.
Our nation is in crisis, as it was when we were founded.  Citizens at the time were concerned 
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over the abusive authority imposed by the Crown, and recognizing that their authority must 
always be subordinate to the civilian authority, the militia of New York created their own 
civilian authority in the form of the Committee of Safety.   During the course of colonial history, 
“parallel” governments within the 13 colonies which were a direct representation of the people 
were formed and co-existed with the legitimate government of the Crown.  These parallel 
governments formed the nexus which would respond to the Boston Committee's call for a 
Continental Congress in 1774.  In June 1776, they came together again for the Second 
Continental Congress, and the outcome was the Declaration of Independence.

Prior to the American Revolution, our forefathers exercised every peaceable means to have 
ordinary citizens express their grievances, and established a truly representative government 
that the Crown refused to listen to.  Our nation was born out of the peaceable means by 
which we exercised our right to self-government!

At this moment in our history, the federal government has grossly exceeded and abused the 
authority which was delegated to them in the U.S. Constitution.   Unlike 1776, we have a very 
specific set of laws which simply need to be enforced --- we don't have to “re-invent the 
wheel”, per se.  All we have to do is regroup at the county level, communicate our grievances 
to the State Committee of Safety, and assert & protect our sovereign State authority which 
has been lawfully and consistently recognized by the Supreme Court.  

So, how do we set out to compel our modern day equivalent of the tyrannical Crown – the 
Federal Government ---- to respect our natural born rights, our right to self government,  and 
the laws we established to protect those rights within the U.S. Constitution?  We drill down to 
the county level and purge our entire system of law-breakers from the bottom up.  It's not an 
impossible mission and is guaranteed to succeed...unless we fail to step up and save 
ourselves.  Let that sink in, because the sole reason why we suffer as a nation in crisis is 
because we have surrendered our rights to self government.   Americans who complain that 
XYZ politician doesn't do anything, or the feds get away with everything, or “nothing will ever 
be done about it” are the voices of people who have given their authority and rights to others.

Today we must recognize that the same exact tyrannical force that was upon our people 
leading up to 1776 has been actively working to re-establish its control over us ever since.   
This time, we have the law on our side and we simply need to enforce it.

Following is a step-by-step process by which we can immediately stop the rogue, unlawful, 
unconstitutional government in its tracks.
1) Read our Constitution.  Even if you don't fully understand it, as it is written in black & 
white, everyone who lives within our borders must abide by it.   Since it was written, 
politicians, public officials and the courts have attempted to interpret it, and court rulings 
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thereby became the “well-settled law”.   Over time, this process of subverting our original law 
was never authorized by the people who established it --- authority was seized without our 
permission, and unlawfully.  If the people wanted a change to the original law, we would 
amend it.  For instance, if there is no Constitutional amendment giving the federal government 
the authority to run our education system, we would have amended the Constitution to include 
the Department of Education.  No such authority or amendment exists, therefore, anything not 
delegated to the federal government specifically as written in the Constitution belongs to the 
States.  The 10th amendment states very clearly: The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people.  When you read the Constitution, you will never see the word 
“education”.   In fact, its not even a fundamental right protected by the U.S. Constitution. 

2) Know and understand how the Committee of Safety interacts with the Committee of 
Correspondence.   The Committee of Correspondence is responsible for communicating the 
concerns of citizens within the County and can be directed to the Sheriff for investigation of 
criminal violations, or Committee of Safety to prevent government over reach and abuse of 
power & authority.   Start here to understand the Committees of Safety

3) Once you have an understanding of how to build the top level of your organization 
within the County and State, TAKE ACTION IMMEDIATELY to get it off the ground.   Keep in 
mind, every person has varying skills and experience, but every American has the basic 
qualifications to participate in this process.   Here are the criteria for getting started:  (1) You 
must have been born naked (2) You have a soul and (3) You chose to wear a “Team Jesus” 
jersey – Even if you aren't all about Jesus, at least route for “Team Jesus” in this epic battle 
against evil.    Ask yourself, “based on my experience and skills, what can I do to contribute to  
organizing within my county?”  Then, apply the following principle” “Get In Where You Fit In.” 
Even if someone has no skills, can't speak in public, can't read or write, and has no 
experience doing anything, they can immediately take action to find people within their 
community who do.   At minimum, you can put your shoe leather to the pavement and find 
people who love their community and way of life as much as you do.

4) Where and how do you connect with people in your community?   You can start online 
finding like-minded people by going on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, etc., but the goal is to 
make personal contact with them, and meet at a coffee shop, community center or even 
better... your local VFW or American Legion.  In fact, you could literally leave your house after 
reading this quick start guide.  Print a few copies of this guide and go down to the American  
Legion or VFW.   I can promise you will find American Patriots there.  Do a Google search for 
American Legions within a 10 mile radius of your address.  You will be surprised how many 
there are within walking distance.
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5) When you connect with new people, exchange telephone numbers.   Contact each 
other to arrange for another in-person meeting at a time and place that is convenient. Starting 
with one person --- YOU; READING THIS MESSAGE! --- become a force multiplier. Become 
2... and then 4.... and then 40.  Make no excuses for getting together as fellow community 
members.  Vetting is relatively easy, because (a) your intentions are pure, lawful and 
peaceably assembling together is protected by the U.S. Constitution.  (b) You should each 
know each others addresses.   The core group of community leaders should have an 
established “front door” presence within their community.  This is a concept you MUST 
adhere to, because having an established residence with a front door facing our streets in any 
neighborhood is not a secret.  Leaders of the community are easier to trust, and will conduct 
themselves responsibly knowing that they are accountable to their neighbors who know 
exactly where they live.   Unlike the internet, people can hide behind their anonymity and 
inflict harm without anyone ever showing up at their front door to hold them accountable. 
There should be no hesitation by anyone maintaining a front-facing leadership role. If they do, 
then they should not be elected as representatives for the group.   If Secret Grand Juries are 
formed, there are obvious protections that must be in place, but the purpose of the 
committees is lawful, honest and must be transparent.  DO NOT ALLOW ANYONE INTO 
YOUR GROUP WHO IS AN OUTSIDER OF YOUR COMMUNITY, AND WHO CAN 
SUBVERT OR SABOTAGE YOUR PEACEFUL AND LAWFUL EFFORTS.

6) When you meet with your neighbors and community members, find out where there 
interests are.   Apply the “Get In Where You Fit In” principle to delegate tasks and build the 
following grass roots, bottom-up organization in the following categories:

• Committee of Safety – people with leadership skills & experience
• Committee of Correspondence – good writing skills & diplomacy
• Committee of Protection – Civic minded, law abiding, vetted
• Judicial Guard – Paralegals & researchers & attorneys
• Citizen Journalist – Writers, researchers, videographers
• Team Jesus – Pastors & evangelists
• Committee of Health & Advocacy – Medical professionals & advocates

Remember, when your group of 2 becomes 4 when you set out to find others within your 
community.  Ask new members to chose their role based on their interests.  Even if they don't 
have experience or skills in their areas of interests, their initial role will be to find people within 
the community who do.  If you have no skills or experience, your task is to immediately 
RECRUIT those who do.

7)  In the beginning, you should commit to meet in person periodically and talk frequently. 
Be held accountable to each other.  Every meeting and conversation, you should make 
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promises to each other that you will work hard for them to perform certain tasks. Divide 
the tasks up, and the next time you meet, give your fellow members an update on the 
completion of those tasks.   If you aren't good at very much, but have a kind soul, team 
up with someone and volunteer to help them.  Use the “buddy system”. We need all 
hands on deck for this mission, and not one of us in every residence, zip code, street 
neighborhood, county and State should be sitting on the sidelines waiting for someone 
else to lead or save us.  The mission from this point forward is to have every soul in 
America participating however they can.  Our country was built from the ground up, 
and will be saved from the ground up.   The only way our country will be destroyed is if 
you – who are reading this message --- contribute to its downfall by not contributing 
immediately in some fashion.  
 

8) This is literally an EMERGENCY, and you must act.   Imagine if your loved one was 
standing in front of you gasping for air because they choked on their food at the dinner 
table, and you sat there doing nothing; complaining about the government;  dialing 911 
and then complaining about the slow response time;  all the while watching their face 
turn blue.  The face of your nation is the equivalent of turning oxygen-deprived blue, 
and you must immediately stand up and do what you can to save it right here and now. 
As in the dinner table scenario, there is nobody better situated to take care of your 
family than you. There is nobody better situated to take care of your neighborhood than 
your neighbors up and down the street.   If your neighbor's house was on fire, and they 
were hanging out the window trying to get out, would you go on the internet and 
complain about the government, or would you run to their rescue?  We're at that 
moment in time.   Our nation is burning in a 5 alarm blaze and help is several minutes 
away when milliseconds count.  Take action now! 

Immediately upon completing reading this letter, write the following down on a piece of paper:  

“Men and women have fought and died to protect every good thing that I've 
inherited.  I will not allow them to have died in vein.   From this moment forward, 
every day I will do something to guarantee the future inheritance of our younger 
generation --- 10 and 20 years into the future.”

Our commitment to each other must be to ensure that nobody stands between each 
individual;  each household; each neighborhood; each county and each State and our U.S. 
Constitution.  Our Constitution protects our rights to self government, as well as our right to 
protect our inheritance passed on for hundreds of years.   No current public official or 
politician has in interest in building a secure, prosperous and happy existence 10 to 20 years 
from now.   They will be gone in 4 years.    If each of us – as individuals --- set out on a 
mission to work each day to manifest or reap what we will sow 10 to 20 years from now, we 
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will collectively tell our elected officials what the mandates of the people are, and politicians 
will have to come to us for our attention --- our money, eyeballs and ears.   We will give them 
a list of things we demand of our public servants, and expect them to resign if they fail to 
abide by the will of the people.

DO NOT DONATE, OR GIVE ATTENTION TO ANY ORGANIZATION, POLITICIAN OR SO-
CALLED INFLUENCER WHO IS NOT DEDICATED TO THIS MISSION, OR ANYONE WHO 
STANDS IN BETWEEN EVERY HOUSHOLD AND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION.  YOU MUST 
AVOID EVERY POLITICIAN, ANY NATIONAL ORGANIZATION, NON-PROFIT OR CAUSE 
THAT WANTS CENTRALIZED CONTROL & WANTS TO LORD OVER ANY ONE COUNTY.  
INVEST IN YOUR OWN COUNTY AND INVEST IN THOSE WHO ARE ASSISTING YOUR 
COUNTY.  

One final thought.   What we're attempting to do is turn the pyramid upside down.  From this 
moment forward, the power will no longer be held by a select few at the top.  The power is in 
us, we the people, and the few public servants who serve us will do so based on our 
expressed will.   We outnumber them.  We out will them.  We out gun them if they decide to 
kill & stop us from protecting our God given authority.  The entire world has looked upon us as 
an exceptional nation of people willing to defend & protect our life, liberty and happiness.  
Starting today, let's show them why we've always been the beacon of hope around the world.

Best Regards,

Peter T. Santilli
Constitutional Advocate
ConstitutionalCommittees.org
Host of The Pete Santilli Show
Text Me:  (844) 837-9924
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